INTRODUCTION
============

Speech perception requires efficient auditory mechanisms to track subtle differences in the complex combination of spectral and temporal information differentiating linguistic contrasts. Although infants have an immature peripheral and central auditory system ([@R1], [@R2]), they show exquisite speech perception abilities from birth ([@R3]--[@R6]). How they can achieve this and whether they rely on the same acoustic information as adults remain unknown. The present study investigates whether, and if yes, how newborn infants use the temporal information in the speech signal to discriminate phonemes.

Temporal information plays an essential role in speech perception in adults. Speech is mainly conveyed to the brain by the basilar membrane in the cochlea, the inner ear, which encodes the temporal modulations of the speech signal in different frequency regions, or bands ([@R7]). Within each frequency band, the temporal properties are extracted at two time scales: the amplitude modulation (AM) cues, also called temporal envelope, corresponding to the relatively slow variations in amplitude over time and the frequency modulation (FM) cues, also called temporal fine structure, corresponding to the variations in instantaneous frequency close to the center frequency (CF) of the frequency band.

This temporal decomposition is observed at the cortical level in adults. Previous studies measuring brain activation for non-speech sounds modulated in amplitude at different rates showed predominant cortical responses to the lowest AM frequencies (4 to 8 Hz) and hemispheric specialization in temporal envelope coding, as well as a difference in the time course of activations between slow (\<16 Hz) and fast (\<128 Hz) AM rates ([@R8], [@R9]). For speech sounds, the debate about the hemispheric specialization to different acoustic properties of the speech signal is ongoing ([@R10]), but it is usually assumed that fast temporal modulation is preferentially processed by the left auditory cortex, while slow temporal modulation and/or spectral modulation is processed by the right temporal cortex ([@R11], [@R12]).

These temporal modulations also play different roles for speech perception, as different rates of modulations convey different linguistic information. A wealth of studies in psychoacoustics showed that the slowest envelope cues (under 16 Hz) play a primary role in the identification of consonants, vowels, and words in speech presented in quiet ([@R13], [@R14]). Faster envelope cues (closer to the fundamental frequency rate of the voice) and the temporal fine structure play a more important role in perceiving pitch, which, in turn, contributes to the comprehension of speech in noise as well as of linguistic units heavily dependent on pitch information, such as lexical tone ([@R7], [@R15], [@R16]).

These neuroimaging and behavioral studies only focused on adult listeners who have mature auditory and linguistic systems. However, the auditory system takes years to mature. It is thus possible that the immature auditory system of infants decodes sound differently than that of adults. If so, this has important consequences for language development, which also unfolds during the first years of life, as its auditory input would thus differ from what adults perceive when processing speech. Currently, we have very little knowledge about how the youngest learners perceive the acoustic details of speech. The current study aims to fill this gap.

The few existing behavioral studies with infants ([@R17]--[@R21]) suggest that 6 month olds might weigh modulation cues differently than adults. Although 6-month-old French infants, like adults, are able to use the speech envelope to discriminate consonants based on voicing such as in /aba/-/apa/ and place of articulation such as in /aba/-/ada/ in quiet, they require more time to habituate to speech sounds containing only envelope cues below 16 Hz than to speech sounds preserving faster modulations. Moreover, 3-month-old infants and adults do not rely similarly on the fast and slow AM cues in quiet and in noise ([@R21]). Infants require the fast AM cues (\>8 Hz) in both quiet and noise when discriminating plosive consonants, while the slowest AM cues (\<8 Hz) are sufficient for adults in quiet but they also need the faster modulations in noise. These results suggest that fast envelope cues may be important for consonant perception in infants even in quiet.

The neural basis of the auditory processing of temporal modulations is still not well understood in infancy and has never been investigated using complex acoustic signals such as speech. One study exploring newborns' neural responses to non-speech sounds with different temporal structures suggested that, as adults, newborns show different neural responses to slow (\~3 to 8 Hz) and fast modulated signals (\~40 Hz), with greater bilateral temporal activations for the latter ([@R22]), as measured by near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), although the auditory evoked potentials recorded using electroencephalography (EEG) were not different. No study has directly compared newborns' perception of the slow versus fast temporal modulations of speech. The interaction between auditory mechanisms and speech perception at early stages of human development, therefore, remains to a large extent unexplored.

To determine how newborn infants, who have little experience with their native language and an immature auditory system, process the temporal acoustic cues of speech to perceive consonants, we used two hitherto rarely combined approaches. We combined a vocoder manipulation of speech with brain imaging to test how newborns process and perceive the temporal modulations in speech essential for speech intelligibility in adulthood. Vocoders are powerful speech analysis and synthesis tools that can selectively manipulate the spectro-temporal properties of sound ([@R14]). We used a vocoder to selectively manipulate simple C(onsonant)-V(owel) syllables in three conditions: (i) The "intact" condition preserved both the temporal envelope and the temporal fine structure, closely matching the original signal and serving as a control for the vocoding manipulations; (ii) the "fast" condition preserved both the fast and the slow envelope components, thus retaining some voice-pitch and formant transition information (\<500 Hz) but suppressed the temporal fine structure; and (iii) the "slow" condition only preserved the slowest temporal envelope (\<8 Hz), retaining mainly the modulations related to syllables ([@R23]). A group of 2-day-old, healthy, full-term French neonates heard syllables differing in their consonants (/pa/-/ta/) in these three conditions ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We recorded newborns' brain responses to these speech sounds combining EEG and NIRS ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) to assess the electrophysiological brain response and its metabolic correlates, respectively. Coupling these two techniques, which has rarely been done before in young infants ([@R22], [@R24]), has the unique advantage of providing both accurate spatial localization and high temporal resolution.

![Waveforms and spectrograms of one syllable exemplar.\
Waveforms (upper lines) and spectrograms (lower lines) of /pa/ filtered in the condition Intact (AM + FM) on the left, Fast AM (AM \< ERB~N~/2) in the middle, and the condition Slow AM (AM \< 8 Hz) on the right.](aba7830-F1){#F1}

![Placement of the NIRS optodes and EEG electrodes.\
(**A**) Schematic representation of the sources of NIR lights (red circles) and detectors (blue circles). The dotted ovals represent the NIRS channels (i.e., coupled sources and detectors). The EEG electrodes are represented by solid circles. (**B**) Configuration of probe sets overlaid on a schematic newborn brain. For each functional NIRS (fNIRS) channel located within this probe set, the identity of the underlying brain area (using the LPBA40 atlas) is illustrated according to their localization. The blue channels indicate the position of the probe over the frontal area, the orange channels over the parietal area, and the purple over the temporal area on the infant head. Gray circles indicate sources, while black circles indicate detectors. (**C**) Pictures of the cap on a newborn model doll (photo credit: Judit Gervain, Integrative Neuroscience and Cognition Center).](aba7830-F2){#F2}

While newborns were lying quietly in their hospital cribs, the syllables were presented to them through loudspeakers in long stimulation blocks (30 s) with six blocks per condition ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), satisfying the temporal requirements of the slow hemodynamic response measured by NIRS. The intact sound condition was always played last to avoid priming, while the order of the slow and fast conditions was counterbalanced across babies. Each block contained 25 syllables, of which 20 were standard syllables (e.g., /pa/) and 5 were deviants (e.g., /ta/), allowing an event-related assessment of the responses to individual syllables within blocks similarly to the classical oddball or mismatch design in EEG studies ([@R25]). Thus, each block of stimulation comprised a ratio of 80%:20% of standard and deviant sounds. The only difference between standard and deviant sounds is the consonant at the onset of the syllable. The first five sounds were always standards to allow expectations about the standard to build up. The standard and deviant syllables were counterbalanced across babies. This design allowed us to address two research questions: first, whether overall the newborn brain processes the slow, fast, and intact conditions similarly or differently, as indexed by the comparison of the hemodynamic responses to the three conditions; and second, whether newborns can successfully discriminate consonants on the basis of the temporal acoustic cues present in each of the conditions, as indexed by the event-related EEG response to the standard versus deviant syllable.

![Schematic of the experimental design.\
Each infant listened to the three sound conditions within 18 consecutive blocks for about 22 min (six blocks per condition). The Intact condition was always played last, and the order of the Slow and Fast conditions was counterbalanced between babies. In each block, 25 syllables were played following an odd-ball paradigm with 20% deviant syllables.](aba7830-F3){#F3}

Changes in the hemodynamic responses were recorded using NIRS optical probes located on the left and right fronto-temporal regions of the newborns' head ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This localization was based on previous NIRS studies testing speech perception in newborns ([@R5], [@R26]). Two types of analysis were conducted on the recorded hemodynamic activity measured as changes in the concentration of oxygenated (oxyHb) and deoxygenated (deoxyHb) hemoglobin as a function of auditory stimulation. First, cluster-based permutation analyses using paired-sample *t* tests were conducted to compare concentration changes against a zero baseline in each sound condition. A cluster-based permutation test using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was carried out to directly compare the three conditions. The results were followed up with permutation tests using paired-sample *t* tests to identify which pairwise comparisons drove the effects in the permutation test containing the ANOVA. This series of analyses helped to identify the time windows and brain regions of interest (ROI) showing significant activation to auditory stimuli in a data-driven way. Moreover, permutation tests have the advantage of controlling for the multiple comparisons without loss of statistical power, which typically occurs when Bonferroni or other corrections are applied to infant NIRS data ([@R27]). Linear mixed effect models were then used to assess the effect of sound conditions (Intact/Fast/Slow), block of stimulation (1 to 6), and ROI derived from the permutation tests on the recorded oxyHb concentration changes. The electrophysiological responses were recorded from EEG electrodes fronto-centrally located on the newborns' head (F3, F4, Cz, C3, and C4 according to the 10-20 system; [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This localization was based on previous EEG and EEG-NIRS co-recording studies testing speech perception in newborns ([@R28]). The amplitude of the EEG responses was averaged in each vocoder condition independently for standard sounds and deviant sounds. A linear mixed effects model was then used in each vocoder condition to assess whether the two types of syllables evoked different EEG responses, known as the mismatch response, reflecting an auditory change detection.

We predicted that newborns' hemodynamic activity should be similar between the intact and fast conditions, if infants can rely on the fast temporal envelope for phoneme discrimination, as previous studies with 3-to-6 month olds suggest ([@R20], [@R21]). By contrast, the slow condition may not convey enough fine-grained acoustic details for the newborn brain to process it similarly to the original signal. For phoneme discrimination more specifically, as a measure of the validity of our design, we expected a significant difference between the standard and deviant syllables in the intact condition, as young infants are known to be able to differentiate syllables differing in a consonant ([@R29]). A mismatch response in the other two conditions would indicate that infants can also detect the consonant change using the degraded speech signals.

RESULTS
=======

How temporal information in speech is processed by the newborn brain: Functional NIRS results
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The grand average oxyHb NIRS results of the 23 newborns tested are shown in [Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} (for ease of exposition, deoxyHb results are shown separately; fig. S1). Cluster-based permutation tests ([@R26], [@R28]) comparing each condition to the baseline showed significant changes in oxyHb concentrations in a time window between 5 and 25 s after the onset of stimulation. As shown in [Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, activation was significantly different from the baseline in channels 8 (LH) and 21 (RH) for the Intact condition, in channels 1, 3, 4, 6, and 12 (LH) and 14 and 17 (RH) for the Fast condition, and in channels 3 (LH) and 16 and 17 (RH) for the Slow condition (for all permutation tests, *P* \< 0.0001). For the Fast condition, these significant results indicated a deactivation (negative oxyHb response), whereas for the Intact and the Slow conditions activation was greater than the baseline. Similar analyses over deoxyHb concentrations showed significant changes in the Intact condition versus the baseline (in channel 9 between 13 and 25 s after stimulation onset and in channel 21 between 10 and 16 s) and significant changes in the Fast condition versus the baseline (in channel 11 between 28 and 32 s). No significant activation compared to the baseline was observed for the Slow condition.

![Variations in oxyHb.\
(**A**) OxyHb concentration changes over stimulation blocks in each channel and in each hemisphere. The *x* axis represents time in seconds, and the *y* axis represents concentration in millimole-millimeter. The rectangle along the *x* axis indicates time of stimulation. The black lines represent the concentration for the Intact condition, the red for the Fast condition, and the orange for the Slow condition. Color-coded \* represents the channels differing from baseline for each condition (*P* \< 0.05). (**B**) Condition-by-condition comparisons of the significantly activated channels according to permutation test (*P* \< 0.05).](aba7830-F4){#F4}

Cluster-based permutation tests were also used to compare changes in oxyHb concentration between conditions. As shown in [Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, the permutation test comparing all three conditions in a one-way ANOVA yielded significant differences between the conditions in channels 1, 3, 4, 6, and 24 (*P* \< 0.01). Of these, channels 3, 4, and 6 formed a spatial cluster in the LH and channel 24 in the RH (*P* \< 0.01). To follow up on the ANOVA, we conducted permutation tests with paired-sample *t* tests comparing the conditions pairwise. The Intact condition evoked significantly greater activation than the Fast condition in LH channels 1, 3, and 4 and in RH channels 14, 22, 23, and 24. Of these, channels 1 and 3 formed a spatial cluster in the RH (*P* = 0.027) and channels 22 and 24 in the RH (*P* = 0.046). Responses in the Slow condition were significantly greater than in the Intact condition in LH channel 1 (*P* = 0.039) and RH channel 22 (*P* = 0.035). The Slow condition evoked significantly greater activation than the Fast condition in LH channels 1, 3, 4, and 6 and in RH channels 14 and 17 (*P* \< 0.01). Of these, channels 1, 3, and 4 in the LH formed a statistically significant spatial cluster (*P* = 0.016), while channels 14 and 17 formed a marginally significant cluster in RH (*P* = 0.065). Furthermore, no significant differences in changes in deoxyHb were found between the three conditions (fig. S1). Consequently, no grand ANOVA was conducted over deoxyHb data.

On the basis of the results of the ANOVA-based permutation test on oxyHb concentration, we selected the fronto-temporal channels 1, 3, 4, and 6 in the LH and 14, 16, 17, and 19 in the RH as ROIs for the linear mixed effects model. Channels 1, 3, 4, and 6 in the LH were identified as the ROI by the cluster-based permutation test comparing the three conditions, and to have a balanced statistical test, we used the analogous channels in the RH as the ROI for that hemisphere. Linear mixed effects models were then run over average oxyHb concentration changes between 5 and 25 s after the onset of stimulation, i.e., the time window identified by the cluster-based permutation tests to assess the effects of Condition (Intact versus Fast versus Slow), Hemisphere (Left versus Right), Channel (4 per hemisphere), and Stimulation Block (1 to 6). Of all the possible models built, the best-fitting one included the fixed factors Condition and Block, with Participants as a random factor. This model revealed a main effect of Condition (*F*~2,2474~ = 10.62, *P* \< 0.001; Intact versus Fast, *P* \< 0.001; Fast versus Slow, *P* \< 0.001; Intact versus Slow, *P* = 0.62), Block (*F*~5,2472~ = 4.13, *P* \< 0.001), and a Condition × Block interaction (*F*~10,2473~ = 3.69, *P* \< 0.001). The main effect of Condition was due to greater responses in the Intact and Slow conditions than in the Fast condition. The main effect of Block reflected a gradual decrease in neural activity in the later blocks as a result of neural habituation often observed in infants' NIRS responses ([@R30]). The interaction between Block and Condition revealed that oxyHb concentrations in the Intact and Slow conditions differed in Block 1 and that the activation in Fast and Slow conditions was different in Block 3 as shown in [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}.

![Variations in oxyHb over blocks of stimulation.\
Averaged oxyHb concentration as a function of stimulation blocks in each vocoder condition in the ROI (average of channels 1, 3, 4, 6, 14, 16, 17, and 19). Error bars represent 1 SE.](aba7830-F5){#F5}

In sum, different responses were observed in the three vocoder conditions, with the Slow and Intact conditions evoking positive activation mainly in the left fronto-temporal areas, and the Fast condition yielding a gradual deactivation over time bilaterally.

Phoneme discrimination on the basis of degraded speech signals: EEG results
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

[Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows the grand average of the EEG responses recorded at F3 for standard and deviant consonants in each condition. We ran linear mixed effects models with fixed factors Trial Type (Standard/Deviant) and Window (eight bins) to assess whether the amplitude of the EEG response recorded for Standard and Deviant sounds was different between 300 and 700 ms after stimulus onset, the usual time window for phoneme discrimination mismatch effects ([@R31]). This time window was divided into eight bins of 50 ms to evaluate the latency of the neural responses. In each condition, the best-fitting model included the fixed factors Trial Type and Window with Participants as a random factor. In all three conditions, a significant main effect of Trial Type was observed, indicating that deviant and standard consonants elicited different activations in each sound condition (Intact: *F*~1,270~ = 5.22, *P* = 0.023, η^2^ = 0.019; Fast: *F*~1,270~ = 16.69, *P* \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.058; Slow: *F*~1,270~ = 8.37, *P* = 0.004, η^2^ = 0.03). The mismatch response was positive in the Intact condition but negative in the Fast and Slow conditions. A main effect of Window was also observed in the Intact and Slow conditions (*F*~7,270~ = 2.238, *P* = 0.032, η^2^ = 0.055; *F*~7,270~ = 2.483, *P* = 0.017, η^2^ = 0.06, respectively) due to more positive responses in the latter time windows (500 to 700 ms) compared to the first ones (300 to 450 ms). This effect was marginal in the Fast condition (*F*~7,270~ = 2.004, *P* = 0.055, η^2^ = 0.049). No Trial Type × Window interaction was observed in any condition (Intact: *F*~7,270~ = 0.313, *P* = 0.948; Fast: *F*~7,270~ = 0.811, *P* = 0.578; Slow: *F*~7,270~ = 0.079, *P* = 0.99). Thus, in each condition, responses to the Deviant differed from the Standard starting from 300 to 700 ms after stimulus onset.

![Grand average of EEG responses.\
Group mean amplitude variations (μV) of EEG responses recorded at F3 for the Standard (green lines) and the Deviant (magenta lines) in each condition for the group of newborns exposed to a consonant change. Responses to Standard and Deviant differ from each other in each condition in the time window 300 to 700 ms represented by the gray rectangle.](aba7830-F6){#F6}

DISCUSSION
==========

The present NIRS-EEG co-registration study indicates that, like adults, neonates do not require the temporal fine structure and fast envelope information to distinguish consonant features in quiet. However, the fast and slow components of the speech envelope are processed differently at birth.

First, the electrophysiological results demonstrate that the neonate brain is able to detect a change in place of articulation between two French stop consonants as shown by the mismatch EEG response in the Intact condition. Consistently with some previous studies with young infants, we observed a positive mismatch response ([@R32]). Newborns were also able to detect the consonant change on the basis of the envelope cues without the temporal fine structure as well as on the basis of the slow temporal variations alone (AM \< 8 Hz). These results are consistent with behavioral data obtained with older infants and adults ([@R13], [@R14], [@R20], [@R21]), for whom the slowest envelope cues are also sufficient to detect consonant changes in silence. However, the direction of the mismatch response differed between the Intact and the degraded conditions. Different polarities for deviant sounds have been observed in previous studies according to difference in the design, interstimulus interval, or reference electrode ([@R33]). These methodological factors cannot explain our results, as the polarity difference occurred within the same study. Polarity reversals were also observed in infants as a function of task difficulty, e.g., for more challenging acoustic discriminations, for instance, for small pitch differences ([@R34]). This implies that the difficulty of change detection may have been different in the Intact as compared to the two degraded conditions. This hypothesis needs to be further investigated at different ages to track the role of temporal modulations in speech perception during early development.

However, note that, while discrimination was possible in all three conditions, as indicated by brain potentials, the full and slow envelope cues were not processed in the same way. The hemodynamic responses differed in their magnitude, time course, and localization according to the vocoder condition, that is, as a function of the temporal information available in the speech signal. More precisely, the NIRS recordings revealed bilateral activations for the Slow condition and a more left-lateralized one for the Fast condition. This different pattern of activation may reflect adult-like brain specialization for the slow and fast modulation cues already at birth. Previous studies in adults suggest that slow modulations preferentially activate the right hemisphere, while the faster temporal modulations preferentially activate the left hemisphere ([@R8], [@R9], [@R35], [@R36]), although some recent models have called this simple division of labor view into question ([@R10]). In adults, the fast and slow rates of the temporal envelope are processed by both distinct and shared neural substrates. One neuroimaging study using vocoded-speech sounds showed similar activation for original speech and noise-vocoded speech preserving slow and fast AM (\<320 Hz, extracted in six channels) in the superior temporal gyrus, but dissimilar activations in the superior temporal sulcus ([@R37]), demonstrating that the processing of the full speech signal and of fast AM cues does not involve the same neural processing in adults. Slow and fast modulations have not been directly compared in adults using speech sounds. For non-speech sounds, e.g., white noise, functional magnetic resonance imaging studies found different brain responses between AM rates below 16 Hz and above 128 Hz ([@R8]). More specifically, slow and fast envelope rates in non-speech sounds activated the same cortical regions (superior temporal gyrus and sulcus), but the time courses of the activation differed according to the AM rate. Responses recorded bilaterally in Heschl's gyrus were tuned to the slowest AM rates, 8 Hz, and the faster modulations of non-speech sounds have been shown to activate preferentially the LH ([@R9]). The present findings provide unique insight showing that the newborn brain also exhibits differential processing for different AM rates in speech and suggest that a differential hemispheric specialization for the processing of slow and fast envelope information is already present at birth. The human brain is thus already tuned to fast and slow AM information in speech from the get-go, laying the foundations of later language learning and speech comprehension.

Note that the time course of the hemodynamic responses was more similar between the Intact and Slow conditions than between the Intact and Fast conditions. This is surprising given that the slow condition is more acoustically degraded, i.e., less similar to the Intact condition, than the Fast one. Deactivation (negative oxyHb response) is often observed in newborn studies ([@R30]) and may be related to neural habituation due to stimulus repetition. In the present study, it is possible that the sharply decreasing hemodynamic response over time in the Fast condition may reflect faster neural habituation in this condition than in the other two conditions. This deactivation cannot be due to systemic variations in blood flow because the fast and slow conditions were presented in a counterbalanced order. This result is consistent with previous studies using non-speech sounds ([@R22]) showing a specific neural response for relatively fast temporal modulations (change every 25 ms that is equivalent to \~40-Hz fluctuations), but not for slower modulations in neonates. Moreover, a recent magnetoencephalography study showed that fetuses are able to detect slow and fast AM rates (from 2 to 91 Hz) modulating non-speech sounds and that they show the highest response to 27-Hz modulations, assumed to be better transmitted by bone conduction than slower AM rates ([@R38]). Responses to 4 Hz were progressively maturing over the 31st and 39th gestational week. The development of these specific auditory responses has not been clearly related to the development of speech perception yet. One may hypothesize that the present responses for relatively fast temporal modulations of speech observed at birth might reflect that infants depend more heavily on fast envelope cues than any other modulation cues. Because fast envelope cues carry more information about fundamental frequency and formant transitions that slow envelope cues, this specific response may be consistent with infants' early ability to detect phonetic difference and their preference for exaggerated prosodic cues ([@R39]). While we cannot be certain that the present vocoded syllables were processed as speech, there are two pieces of evidence pointing in this direction. First, there is an overlap in the localization of the activated channels in the three conditions, including the intact condition, which is undeniably speech. Second, these activated channels are in the temporal and inferior frontal areas, i.e., in the auditory and language network. The fact that activation was bilateral does not argue against the sounds being processed as speech, because bilateral activation in response to speech is commonly observed in newborns ([@R40], [@R41]).

Future studies with young infants are needed to fully characterize the maturation of the auditory pathway to better understand the interplay between auditory development and language development. During the first year of life, infants become better at discriminating the speech contrasts of their native language but do not show the same improvement for nonnative contrasts ([@R42]). This phenomenon is called perceptual attunement or speech specialization. It is possible that with a given auditory experience, listeners learn to ignore specific acoustic cues of speech irrelevant to develop native language categories ([@R20]). Thus, the reliance on fast speech AM cues may change with greater exposure to the native speech sounds. More studies comparing the reliance upon the acoustic cues of the speech signal during early development are needed to explore this hypothesis. The advantage of the psychoacoustic approach for psycholinguistic studies is to describe the role of fine spectral and temporal modulations, which have neuro-correlates in the auditory system, for speech perception. Thus, this approach offers a great opportunity to characterize precisely the auditory sensory mechanisms involved in speech processing during early development that is during a critical period for language development.

In sum, our study demonstrates that the human auditory system is able to encode speech in fine details on the basis of highly reduced acoustic information, specifically the slowest AM cues, already from birth. Furthermore, the newborn brain already shows considerable specialization to different temporal cues in the speech signal, laying the foundations of infants' astonishingly sophisticated speech perception and language learning abilities.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Participants
------------

Newborn infants born at a gestational age between 37 and 42 weeks, with Apgar scores ≥8 in the first and fifth minutes following birth, a head circumference greater than 32 cm, and having no known neurological or hearing abnormalities, were recruited for the study at the maternity ward of the Robert Debré Hospital, Paris, France. Newborns' hearing was assessed by a measurement of auditory brainstem responses during their stay at the hospital. The study was approved by the research ethics committee of University Paris Descartes (CERES approval no. 2011-13), and all parents provided written informed consent before participation.

A group of 74 healthy full-term neonates (mean age, 1.8 days; range, 1 to 4 days) were tested. Thirteen newborns did not complete the study due to crying (*n* = 10) and parental/external interference (*n* = 3). Of the 61 infants who completed the study, 7 were excluded from the NIRS analysis because of technical problems during the recording and 31 because of poor data quality (large motion artifacts or noise). A total of 23 newborns were included in the functional NIRS (fNIRS) analyses (16 females). Of the 61 completers, 3 were excluded from the EEG analysis due to technical problems and 38 because of poor data quality (artifacts). A total of 20 newborns were thus included in the EEG analyses (11 females). The mothers of all infants spoke French during the pregnancy, but 10 also spoke a second language around 50% of the time (Arabic, Bambara, Italian, Kabyle, Mandarin, Portuguese, Soninke, or Swahili).

Stimuli
-------

Eight natural occurrences of the syllables /pa/ and /ta/ were recorded by a native French speaker, who was instructed to speak clearly. All tokens were comparable in duration (mean = 194 ms, SD = 14 ms) and F0 (213 Hz, SD = 4 Hz). All stimuli were equated in global root mean square (RMS) level. Each stimulus was processed in three vocoder conditions. Specifically, three different tone-excited vocoders were designed. In each condition, the original speech signal was passed through a bank of 32 second-order gammatone filters ([@R43]), each 1-equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) wide, with CFs uniformly spaced along an ERB scale ranging from 80 to 8020 Hz. A Hilbert transform was then applied to each band-pass--filtered speech signal to extract the envelope component and temporal fine structure carrier. The envelope component was low-pass--filtered using a zero-phase Butterworth filter (36 dB/octave roll-off) with a cutoff frequency set to either ERB~N~/2 (Intact and Fast condition) or 8 Hz (Slow condition). In the Fast and Slow conditions, the temporal fine structure carrier in each frequency band was replaced by a sine wave carrier with a frequency corresponding to the CF of the gammatone filter and a random starting phase. Each tone carrier was then multiplied by the corresponding filtered envelope function. In the Intact condition, the original temporal fine structure was multiplied by the filtered envelope function in each band. The narrow-band speech signals were then added up, and the level of the wideband speech signal was adjusted to have the same RMS value as the input signal in each condition. Thus, in the Intact condition, the resulting speech signal contained the original envelope and original temporal fine structure in 32 bands. In the Fast condition, the vocoder manipulation discarded the original (within channel) temporal fine structure cues but retained the fast envelope cues (cutoff frequency set to ERB~N~/2). In the Slow condition, the manipulation discarded both the original temporal fine structure and the fast envelope cues to preserve only the slowest envelope information in each band (\<8 Hz). Syllabic information was thus preserved in both degraded conditions, but voice-pitch and formant transition information was preserved only in the Fast condition and drastically reduced in the Slow condition.

Equipment and procedure
-----------------------

Optical imaging was performed with a NIRScout 816 machine (NIRx Medizintechnik GmbH, Berlin, Germany), using pulsated light-emitting diode (LED) sequential illumination with two wavelengths of 760 and 850 nm to record the NIRS signal at a 15.625-Hz sampling rate. Three LED sources were placed on each side of the head in analogous positions and were illuminated sequentially. They were coupled with four detectors on each side of the head. The configuration of the 16 channels (8 per hemisphere) created with the three sources and four detectors per hemisphere is shown in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. We embedded the optodes in an elastic cap (EasyCap). The source-detector separation was 3 cm. For each infant, we selected a cap size according to their head circumference. We also adjusted the cap according to Cz measurement and ear location. Localization analysis for our newborn headgear was performed as in ([@R26]). The electrophysiological recording was performed with a Brain Products actiCHamp EEG amplifier (Brain Products GmbH, Munich, Germany) and active electrodes. Five active electrodes (F3, Fz, F4, C3, and C4, 10-20 system), embedded in the same cap as the NIRS optodes, were used to record the EEG signal at a 2000-Hz sampling rate, referenced to the vertex (Cz). The stimuli were played through two speakers elevated to the height of the crib, approximately 30 cm from the infants' head on each side and at around 70-dB sound pressure level (SPL).

While newborns were lying quietly in their hospital cribs, the syllables were presented to them in long stimulation blocks (30 s) with six blocks per vocoder condition. The interstimulus interval between syllables within a block was varied randomly between 600 and 1000 ms and the interblock interval between 20 and 35 s. The Intact sound condition was always played last, while the order of the Slow and Fast conditions was counterbalanced across babies. Each block contained 25 syllables, of which 20 were standard syllables (e.g., /pa/) and 5 were deviants (e.g., /ta/), allowing an event-related assessment of the responses to individual syllables within blocks similarly to the classical oddball or mismatch design in EEG studies. Thus, each block of stimulation comprised a ratio of 80:20% of standard and deviant sounds. The first five sounds were always standards to allow expectations about the standard to build up. The standard and deviant syllables were counterbalanced across babies. The whole experiment lasted around 22 min.

Data analysis: fNIRS
--------------------

Analyses were conducted on oxyHb and deoxyHb. Data were band-pass--filtered between 0.01 and 0.7 Hz to remove low-frequency noise (i.e., slow drifts in Hb concentrations) as well as high-frequency noise (i.e., heartbeat). Movement artifacts were removed by identifying block-channel pairs, in which a change in concentration greater than 0.1 mmol × mm over a period of 0.2 s occurred, and rejecting the block for that channel. Channels with valid data for less than three of six blocks per condition were discarded. A baseline was established by using a linear fit over the 5-s time window preceding the onset of the block and the 5-s window beginning 15 s after the end of the block. The 15-s resting period after stimulus offset was used to allow the hemodynamic response function to return to baseline. Analyses were conducted in MATLAB (version R2015b) with custom analysis scripts.

ROIs were defined according to the permutation analyses. For the cluster-based permutation test, we used paired-sample *t* tests to compare each vocoder condition to a zero baseline in each channel. Then, all temporally and spatially adjacent pairs with a *t* value greater than a standard threshold (we used *t* = 2) were grouped together into cluster candidates. We calculated cluster-level statistics for each cluster candidate by summing the *t* values from the *t* tests for every data point included in the cluster candidate. We then identified the cluster candidate with the largest *t* value for each hemisphere. Then, a permutation analysis evaluated whether this cluster-level statistic was significantly different from chance. This was done by randomly labeling the data as belonging to one or the other experimental condition. The same *t* test statistic as before was computed for each random assignment, which allowed us to obtain its empirical distribution under the null hypothesis of no difference between the baseline and each condition. Clusters were then formed as before. The proportion of random partitions that produce a cluster-level statistic greater than the actually observed one provides the *P* value of the test. In all, 100 permutations under the null hypothesis were conducted for this robust comparison.

Similar permutation tests were run to directly compare the three conditions, except that the *t* test was replaced with a one-way ANOVA with factor Condition (Intact versus Fast versus Slow) and 1000 permutations were conducted.

The channels identified by the permutation tests as spatial clusters were included in linear mixed effect models comparing the effects of the fixed factors Condition (Intact versus Fast versus Slow), Block of stimulation (1 to 6), Channel and Hemisphere (LH versus RH), and the random effect of Participant on the variations in oxyHb concentration. The best-fitting model is reported and interpreted.

Electroencephalography
----------------------

The EEG signal was resampled at 200 Hz and band-pass--filtered at 0.5 to 20 Hz ([@R31], [@R32]). The continuous EEG data were segmented into epochs of 1000 ms including a 200-ms baseline (−200 to 0 ms) and time-locked to stimulus onset. Epochs including the first standard sound of each vocoder condition and standards directly following deviant sounds were excluded to avoid large dishabituation/novelty detection responses. Epochs with abnormal values (\<−120 μV and \>+120 μV) were then excluded automatically. Infants were retained for data analysis if the number of deviant trials was at least 10 in each condition. For the group of infants included in the final analysis, the average number of deviant epochs retained for analysis was 28 in the Intact condition and 27 in both the Fast and Slow conditions.

For statistical purposes, we averaged together all good deviant epochs and all good standard epochs in each condition for each infant in each channel. On the basis of visual inspection (see fig. S2), the EEG amplitude recorded at F3 was averaged between 300 and 700 ms after stimulus onset to assess the mismatch response in each condition.
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